For Best Results

- Always work with clean hands on a flat, dry surface.
- Cover work surface with Surface Mat to prevent sticking.
- Use Rolling Tool to flatten and smooth Model Magic to ideal thickness before cutting.
- Mix or Match: Use any Tool and Insert together for interesting textured shapes.
- Clean off edges of cutting tool and insert before changing colors and after project is complete.
- Store unfinished creature in a re-sealable plastic storage container (not included) between uses.

**NOTE:** Please review instructions to ensure best results. Enough Model Magic has been provided to complete 3 Presto Dots creatures and 3 mini Presto Dots creatures.
Tool & Insert Techniques

MIX & MATCH!
Use any Tool and Insert together for interesting textured shapes.

Getting Started

BODY BASICS—MAKE IT SNAPPY!
1. Snap the two halves of a round or egg body form together so an opening forms at one end. (A)
2. Attach the base to the body by pushing the tab completely into the opening. (B)
3. Open the tub of White Model Magic and use the rolling tool to roll it into a smooth, even layer large enough to cover the body form. (C)
4. Press Model Magic firmly around the form. Cover it completely, leaving the base uncovered. (D)
5. Smooth out any gaps or overlaps as you go.

MINI BODY BASICS—BUILD IT UP!
1. Take a Mini Base and push large pieces of Model Magic down into the points. (E) Do this all around the body until the points are covered.
2. Press more Model Magic around the covered points to build up the body shape you want. (F) Smooth out any gaps or overlaps as you go.

CREATURE FEATURES!
1. Use ideas provided on Pages 3 & 4 to make creature’s eyes, nose, arms, mouth, ears, and antennas. Or get creative and design your own!

A LITTLE PRACTICE—LOTS OF DOTS!
1. Open any color tub of Model Magic. Use the rolling tool to roll it into an even smooth layer. (C)
2. Use any tool by itself or slide in any insert you choose. Push your tool down into the Model Magic. When the tool can’t go any further, give your wrist a twist, tilt the tool back, and pull the tool up. (G)
3. Tap the bottom gently on the flattened Model Magic and pull your hand away to release the dot. Presto! Model Magic inside the open end should come right out and stick to the surface. (H)
4. Now, repeat Step 2 and press the dot onto the body. (I) The Presto Dot will stick.
5. Keep going—cover the body with lots of dots. (J)
6. Once your creature is complete, let it dry overnight on the Surface Mat. (K)
Feature Ideas • Suggestions • Ideas para Hacer las Facciones

Arms • Bras • Brazos

Eyes • Yeux • Ojos

Noses • Nez • Narices

Mouths • Bouches • Bocas
Ears & Antennae • Oreilles et Antennes • Orejas y Antenitas

Possible Results • Résultats possibles • Posibles Resultados

Create Them All!

Presto Dots Pack
Create a Sheep, Mouse, or Panda!

Presto Dots Pack
Create a Puppy, Hedgehog, or Rabbit!

Presto Dots Multi-Pack
Create 2 Alien Creatures!

Quality Guarantee
We guarantee the quality of all Crayola products. If this product does not perform properly, please contact us.
In the U.S.A. and Canada, call 1-800-CRAYOLA (800-272-9652), weekdays 9 AM - 4 PM ET.
In Europe, call Crayola UK at 01702 208170, weekdays 9 AM - 5 PM local time.
In Australia, call Crayola AU at 1-800-657-353, weekdays 9 AM - 4 PM AEST.
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Contains No Wheat
Contents and colors may vary. Keep packaging and instructions for future reference.
CODE#: N° de Code:
23-2250-0-400

SAFETY INFORMATION
CONFORMS TO ASTM D 4236
Model Magic is certified AP.
ALL CRAYOLA ART MATERIALS ARE NONTOXIC.
Keep finished product away from open flame. Do not mold into candleholders or other like items for use around flame. Do not put in oven, microwave or kiln.
WARNING! Not suitable for children under 36 months due to small parts which may cause a choking hazard if swallowed.

WASHING & CARE INFORMATION
Crayola Model Magic contains colorants which may stain. NOTE: For best results store all unused Model Magic in an air-tight container. Model Magic dries to the touch overnight and dries completely in 72 hours, depending on the thickness of the piece. Do not store product over 120° F (49° C).